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HEALTH TIP

SOME PROGRESS, BUT A LONG WAY TO GO

NUMBER OF DOCUMENTED RARE DISEASES
NUMBER OF PEOPLE AFFECTED WORLDWIDE
RARE DISEASES WITH FDA-APPROVED TREATMENT

7,000
400 MILLION
5%

REPLACE MASHED POTATOES WITH MASHED CAULIFLOWER
Sliced, diced, cooked or mashed, cauliflower excellently mimics the taste and
texture of potatoes—and has under half the calories of potatoes per serving,
plus more vitamin C and less carbs.

Source: global non-profit rare-disease advocacy group Global Genes

Source: TheDailyMeal.com

HAMASPIK NEWS

A
LITTLE BIT OF “COMFORT” GOES A LONG WAY
WITH DOZENS OF TYPICAL CHILDREN IN THE COMMUNITY NOW GETTING THE HELP THEY NEED TO
SURVIVE AND THRIVE IN MAINSTREAM SETTINGS. WITH COMFORT HEALTH'S SUPPORTS FOR ANXIETY,
ATTENTION DEFICIT-HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (ADHD) AND OTHER CHRONIC CONDITIONS, PARENTS
AND EDUCATORS ARE REPORTING A VERITABLE REVOLUTION UNDER WAY ACROSS BROOKLYN.

PUBLIC HEALTH & POLICY
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19

U.S. diabetics flocking to Canada to
buy insulin for 90% lower prices
CDC report: about one in four
Americans now has arthritis

HAMASPIK

06

In-house, around-the-house help
in K.J. from Hamaspik of Orange

08
09

Horsing around on the Hudson
with Hamaspik of Rockland
Day Hab learns the ropes of basic
gymnastics at Monsey center

HOSPITALS

18

Hospital now using flying drones
to ferry samples to, from labs

AUTISM / DISABILITY

10

Pittsburgh Int’l Airport becomes
2nd U.S. hub with sensory room
for young travelers with autism

SEE PAGE E3 >>

AUTISM NEWS

HAMASPIK NEWS

With Focus on Employment and Autism,
INSAR Releases First Policy Brief
SEE PAGE E10 >>

New “MasterPick”
Program Helps the
“K.J.” Community
From the Grassroots
Up

SEE PAGE E6 >>

HAMASPIK NEWS

Full-time QA/Training
Coordinator Hired Due
to Agency’s Brooklyn
Growth
SEE PAGE E8 >>
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Services
Provided by
NYSHA
AGENCIES
OPWDD SERVICES
INDIVIDUALIZED RESIDENTIAL
ALTERNATIVE (IRA)
A supervised residence for individuals who need
out-of-home placement.

INDIVIDUALIZED SUPPORT SERVICES (ISS)
Paid housing expenses and support for individuals
who can live independently.

HOME FAMILY CARE (HFC)
Places individuals with developmental disabilities
into private homes to care and support the
individual.

DAY HABILITATION (DH)
A day program for adults with disabilities designed
to develop skills, greater independence, community
inclusion etc.

SELF-DIRECTION
The Individual or their advocate takes direct
responsibility to manage their services and selfdirect their budget.
Fiscal Intermediary (FI): Assists individual or
their advocate in implementing their Individual
Support Agreement and to manage financial
accountability and employer responsibilities.

PARENTAL RETREATS

MLTCP:

Providing: Getaways and retreats for parents of
individuals with disabilities

DOH
EARLY INTERVENTION (EI)
Providing a range of services to help young children
(ages birth-3) who have a specific delay in their
development.
Group Development Model (GDM): Providing
Early Intervention services in a group-setting.
Therapy: Providing OT, PT, SLP, Vision, Nutrition,
Play, Special Education, Family Training etc. to
help the child develop appropriately.
Evaluations: Providing full evaluations to assess
child's skills and development.

Without Walls: Day Habilitation Service delivered
in a community-based setting.

Waiver services to help individuals who need
nursing-home level of care safely remain home and
avoid nursing home placement.

Working one-on-one with individuals in their home
or in the community to achieve valued outcomes by
helping them develop daily living skills and achieve
long-term goals.

COMMUNITY PRE VOCATIONAL
Working with individual to prepare them for paid
community employment- Teaching individuals job
skills and other related socials skills to enhance
their ability to obtain employment in the future.

SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT (SEMP)
Working with individual to support and
provide them with necessary coaching so they
can successfully engage in paid competitive
employment.

FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES (FSS)
Support for the individual’s family by reimbursing
them for certain qualifying items or services,
otherwise not available to them.

Service Coordination (SC): Provides coordination
to the individual in gaining access to needed waiver
and Medicaid State Plan services, as well as other
local, state, and federally funded educational,
vocational, social, and medical services.
Community Transitional Services (CTS) / Moving
Assistance (MA): Provides moving assistance with
packing and transporting individual's possessions
and furnishings when he/she must be moved from an
inadequate or unsafe housing situation to a viable
environment.
Environmental Modifications (EMODS): Provides
Internal and external physical adaptations to the
individual's home, that are necessary to assure the
health, welfare and safety of the individual and
avoid institutionalization.
Vehicle Modification (VMODS): Modifications to
a vehicle that is used to improve the individual's
independence and access to services and supports
in the community.

Short-term interventional services for people with
behavioral issues and their family members.

Assistive Technology : Provides durable medical
equipment and supplies for the individual to
increase their level of independence, safety, and
functional limitations.

RESPITE:

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY (TBI)

INTENSIVE BEHAVIORAL SERVICES (IBS)

Home and Community-based respite services to
provide a relief for the individual's caregiver and
family.
At-Home: Respite services delivered in the home of
the individual.
After School: Respite program provided every day
after school hours.
Sundays: Respite program provided every Sunday.
Legal Holidays: Respite program provided on all
legal holidays when school is not in session.
Summer Break/Camp Neshomah: Full day respite
program during the summer break weeks.
Stars Night Program: Respite services delivered in
the evening hours to high-functioning individuals
by taking them out in the community and doing
recreational and stimulating activities with them.
Weekend Getaway: A weekend retreat for
individuals receiving respite services.
Hamasmid: After-School program for mainstreamed individuals engaging in recreational
activities.

Providing: Daily onsite lunches and social/
educational activities for community seniors
(Orange County only).

HAMASPIK CHOICE

NURSING HOME TRANSITION AND
DIVERSION (NHTD)

COMMUNITY HABILITATION (CH)

SENIOR DINING/SOCIAL DAY PROGRAM
(SHNOIS CHAIM)

Brokerage: Assisting individuals or their advocate
in creating and managing their budget.

Site Based: Day Habilitation Service delivered in an
OPWDD certified facility.

Stars Day Program: Day Habilitation Service
delivered in an OPWDD certified facility for higherfunctioning individuals.

Assistive Technology : Provides durable medical
equipment and supplies for the individual to
increase their level of independence, safety, and
functional limitations.

Waiver services to help individuals who had a
traumatic brain injury.
Service Coordination (SC): Provides coordination
to the individual in gaining access to needed waiver
and Medicaid State Plan services, as well as other
local, state, and federally funded educational,
vocational, social, and medical services.
Community Transitional Services (CTS) / Moving
Assistance (MA): Provides moving assistance with
packing and transporting individual's possessions
and furnishings when he/she must be moved from an
inadequate or unsafe housing situation to a viable
environment.
Environmental Modifications (EMODS): Provides
Internal and external physical adaptations to the
individual's home, that are necessary to assure the
health, welfare and safety of the individual and
avoid institutionalization
Vehicle Modification (VMODS): Modifications to
a vehicle that is used to improve the individual's
independence and access to services and supports
in the community.

Providing: A managed long-term care plan (MLTCP)
approved by New York State.

HMO/INSURANCE
ABA
Behavior modification services for children with
autism.
Social Group: ABA service delivered in a group
setting.
One on One: ABA service delivered on a one-on-one
basis in the child's home or community.

LHCSA - HAMASPIK HOMECARE
PERSONAL CARE SERVICES

Our PCA/HHA assist individuals with personal
care needs, activities of daily living, and light
housekeeping. They are extensively trained, and
screened, and are supervised by RN.

SUPPORT SERVICES
Our HCSS Certified Aides assist those enrolled in
the NHTD or TBI Medicaid Waiver Programs with
oversight and supervision, in addition to personal
care services.

CDPAS/CDPAP
As an alternative to traditional homecare, this
program empowers the client to hire, train, and set
the schedule of their personal assistants (PA). The
PA’s may be family members and can even live in the
same home.

NURSING SERVICES
Providing: skilled observation and assessment
- care planning - paraprofessional supervision clinical monitoring and coordination - medication
management - physician - ordered nursing
interventions and skilled treatments.

TRAINING
Providing: free PCA training and competency
testing for those interested in a home care career.

NYC HCR
ACCESS TO HOME
Providing home modifications for people with
physical disability.

NYSED SERVICES
ACCESS VR
Assist individuals to achieve and maintain
employment and to support independent living
through training, education, rehabilitation, and
career development.

PATHWAY TO EMPLOYMENT
Employment planning and support services that
provide assistance for individuals to obtain,
maintain or advance in competitive employment or
self-employment.

NYSHA
ARTICLE 16 CLINIC
Providing: Physical therapy · occupational therapy
· speech therapy · psychology · social work ·
psychiatry · nutrition

TRAINING SESSIONS
Providing: SCIP · CPR and first aid · orientation ·
MSC CORE · AMAP · annual updates · Com Hab/
Respite · Family Care · Supported employment

CENTRAL INTAKE
Providing: The first contact for a person or family
in need of Hamaspik services

THE HAMASPIK GAZETTE
Providing: A bilingual monthly newspaper keeping
the community up-to-date on all major news in
medicine, public health, disability, hospitals,
senior care, and general Hamaspik news.

OMH
ADULT HEALTH HOME CARE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Intensive, comprehensive care management for
Adults with chronic condition(s) and/or mental
health issues at greater risk for relapse and/or lack
of care.

CHILDREN HEALTH HOME CARE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Intensive, comprehensive care management for
children with chronic condition(s) and/or mental
health issues at greater risk for relapse and/or lack
of care.

ADULT HCBS SERVICES
Behavioral Health Home and Community-Based
Services for eligible adults over the age of twenty
one.
Community Psychiatric Support and Treatment:
Support and treatment to achieve functional
improvement and stability, while working to attain
the personal goals in a community setting.
Family Support and Training: Family training
and support to engage the family in the treatment
planning process and provide them with emotional
and informational support to enhance their skills to
assist in the recovery.
Psychosocial Rehabilitation: Assists with
rehabilitating functional deficits and interpersonal
or environmental hardships associated with the
behavioral health condition.
Empowerment Services-Peer Support: Peerdelivered services designed to promote skills for
coping with and managing behavioral health
symptoms, while utilizing recovery-oriented
principles.
Habilitation: Assist to acquire and improve sills
such as: communication, self-care, socialization,
mobility, etc. to successfully reside in home and
community-based setting.
Intensive Supported Employment: Assists to
obtain and keep competitive employment.
Prevocational Services: Prepares for employment,
developing strengths and soft skills that contribute
to employability.
Transitional Employment: Strengthens the work
record and skills toward the goal of achieving
assisted or unassisted competitive employment.
Ongoing Supported Employment: Ongoing followalong support when holding down a job.

CHILDREN HCBS SERVICES
Behavioral Health Home and Community-Based
Services for eligible children from birth to twenty
one.
Prevocational Services: Designed to prepare
a youth (age 14 or older) to engage in paid
work, volunteer work, or career exploration.
Prevocational Services are not job-specific, but
rather are geared toward facilitating success in any
work environment.
Caregiver Family Support and Services : Teaches
skills to caregiver/family’s that will enhance their
ability to care for the child/youth in the home and/
or community.
Community Self Advocacy Training and Support:
Provides family and caregivers with techniques and
information not generally available so that they can
better respond to the needs of the Individual related
to their disabilities.
Community Habilitation: Provides assistance
with learning social skills, daily living and health
related duties by working with the individual on
goal-oriented tasks.
Supported Employment: Designed to prepare
youth with disabilities (age 14 or older) to engage in
paid work.
Planned Respite: Provides short-term relief for the
individual's family/caregiver while supporting the
individual's mental health, substance use and/or
health care goals.
Day Habilitation: Provides assistance with
learning social and daily living skills in a certified
agency setting.
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Comfort Health Sparks Veritable
Revolution for Children
Hamaspik of Kings’ Comprehensive Support Program Making Major Changes
“This program has figured it out!” exults Mordechai
“Mutty” Solomon, LMHC, on Comfort Health, a
trailblazing new program.
That multifaceted community contribution now
serves children across Brooklyn—with most being
mainstream private-school kids. Mr. Solomon explains.
Comfort Health is Hamaspik’s community-tailored,
combination front for the New York State Dept. of
Health (DOH)’s Health Home Servicing Children
(HHSC) program, and other programs.
Through leading community non-profits like
Hamaspik, HHSC provides a rich range of support
services to qualifying kids with general health and
mental-health diagnoses.
And what that means for community kids getting
HHSC through non-profit “filters” like Comfort Health
is a thorough addressing of all social and emotional
needs that otherwise wreaked havoc with their school,
home and community experiences, according to Mr.
Solomon.
The most common or typical “patient” now
benefiting from Comfort Health is the otherwise
perfectly healthy school boy who has an anxiety
disorder, he says. “For example, he refuses to go to
school. The teacher can’t keep up with him. Or, he’s in

the principal’s office every day.”
Such precious children, filled with potential and
until now going with their core issues unaddressed,
are now getting trained one-on-one paraprofessionals
to support them in their community—where, Mr.
Solomon reports, parents, principals and teachers
are now “excited to have the ability to meet their real
needs.”
But Comfort Health is about so much more than
helping schoolkids.
Built on the foundation of a Health Home, Comfort
Health also offers what no other community agency
does: the Community Habilitation (Com Hab) program,
the Planned Respite and Crisis Respite programs, and
even a program that helps young adults with various

disabilities become their own self-advocates—and all
under the expert guidance and support of a dedicated
Care Manager.
Examples of what Comfort Health helps with are such
conditions as eating disorders, anxiety, depression,
and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
which is in particularly high demand.
Comfort Health can also help children with chronic
medical conditions like asthma, chronic pain, diabetes,
eczema, epilepsy, migraines, or anything that requires
regular ongoing medical care.
Upon signing up with Comfort Health, the child or
young adult is first enrolled in a Health Home and then
assigned a Care Manager: the dedicated and involved
personal advocate who is totally involved in the child’s
case—and all with Hamaspik’s trademark standards of
excellence.
So, what’s a good story? Any particular individual
case of success that stand out? Mr. Solomon is stumped.
“There are so many!”
Contact Comfort Health more information or to apply for
services. For downstate, please call 718-408-5400; for
Rockland County, please call 845-503-0400; for Orange
County, please call 845-774-0300;

HEALTH NEWS

High-tech New Handheld Device to Detect Food Allergens
Results Under Three Minutes; U.S. Mass Production by 2022
Atlanta, Georgia — According to
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), U.S. prevalence of
food allergies among children increased
by 50 percent between 1997 and 2011.
In particular, allergies to peanuts and
peanut products allergies are notably
dangerous, with the prevalence of peanut
or tree nut allergies more than tripling
among U.S. kids from 1997 to 2008.
But an innovative new product by
foreign startup SensoGenic may now be
poised to meet those numbers of food
allergies head-on—giving parents and
caregivers a new tool in their perpetual
vigilance against harmful substances.
Food items labels often carry
misleading allergy warnings (or
lack any warning). Either way, the
new SensoGenic device is hoped to
ultimately give mainstream consumers
and caregivers reliable on-the-go
testing.
The device is a handheld food
allergen biosensor. It uses advanced
nanotechnology to accurately measure
levels of a specific protein of interest in

CHANGING THIS PICTURE: SENSOGENIC’S DETECTOR WILL MAKE LIFE EASIER FOR ALLERGIES
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the food item at hand.
Specifically, it uses cellulose (the
primary ingredient of plant cells) to
attach to any potential allergen.
A sample of the food in question is
placed on a single-use disposable pad,
and the device scans for the presence
of any allergen and sends a signal to a
smartphone app within three minutes.
However, the product is still in
development, with the biotechnology
company currently building its first
functioning prototype. The plan is to
reach mass production in the United
States by Year 2022.
According to reports, SensoGenic
plans to retail each device for $199 in U.S.
dollars, with each single-use test pad to
cost an additional 95 cents.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Meyer Wertheimer
WRITER: Mendy Hecht
TEL: 845‐655-0613
FAX: 845‐655-5613
MAIL: Hamaspik Gazette, 58 Rt. 59, Suite 1,

Monsey, NY 10952
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Happening
in Health Today
VERY RARE FOP CONDITION
MAY SOON HAVE TREATMENT
Philadelphia — A highly rare
condition
called
fibrodysplasia
ossificans progressive (FOP) affects
about 800 people worldwide. It
causes painful spurs to grow out of
bones, freezing joints in place and
later leaving patients unable to walk,
speak, or even breathe.
For decades FOP was a disease
without treatment or even biological
explanation. But now, thanks to a
well-organized patient group and
dedicated researchers, there may be
light at the end of the FOP tunnel.
A group called the International
FOP Association, or IFOPA, began
30 years ago with 11 members. Its
yearly conventions feature FOP
patients, researchers and doctors
who collaborate on anything and
everything FOP-related.
Most recently, IFOPA-driven
efforts have produced three different
drugs that arrest the genetic process
behind FOP’s debilitating bone
growths at three different points.
By combining all three into one
“cocktail,” IFOPA members now hope
to eventually halt existing full-blown
cases from further progression—and
stop new cases at their earliest onset.

include predicting who is at risk for
a disease that kills nearly two million
people a year worldwide.

TECH ENTREPRENEUR ELON
MUSK PURSUING BRAINREADING IMPLANTS FOR
PARALYZED PATIENTS
San Francisco, California — Elon
Musk, billionaire founder of electriccar company Tesla, is now on to his
latest high-tech pursuit: Neuralink, a
new company that wants to literally
read people’s minds.
Devices and technology that can
literally read the thoughts of human
brains, or at least be controlled by
human brains, have been worked on
since the 1990s.

Mr. Musk’s new startup, Neuralink,
aims to surgically install implants in
people’s brains that will ultimately
allow them to operate computers and
other devices with their thoughts.
At Neuralink’s “grand-opening”
event in this West Coast city, Musk
introduced the company’s mission
and vision, as well as its head staff
and current work. Neuralink has
already conducted some early tests on
rats and monkeys, and wants to start
human testing of its so-called “brainmachine interface” in paralyzed
patients by the end of next year. It is
still pursuing FDA approval to launch
human testing, though.
According to Musk, the company
ultimately wants the implants to be
as safe and easy for healthy people to

get as an elective procedure like LASIK
vision correction surgery.

EARLIEST-EVER DETECTION OF
CERTAIN CANCERS WITH NEW
‘LIQUID BIOPSY’
Phoenix, Arizona — A new
blood test called Targeted Digital
Sequencing, or TARDIS, looks for
tiny fragments of tumor DNA in the
bloodstream and is said to be able to
detect as little as two parts to 100,000
of those tumor DNA fragments.
It is also supposed to be up to
100 times more sensitive than
other existing blood-based cancer
monitoring tests.
The new TARDIS test looks for
certain early-stage cancers, and may
allow doctors to tailor treatments
more effectively and prevent some
invasive surgeries.
The TARDIS test is a collaborative
effort between the Phoenix, Arizonabased
Translational
Genomics
Research Institute (TGen), the Mayo
Clinic, and the Cancer Research UK
Cambridge Institute.
Researchers now plan a larger
study involving over 200 people to
prove the effectiveness of the test.

GOOGLE (SOFTWARE) CAN
NOW FIND KIDNEY INJURIES
London, England — New
computer software can accurately
diagnose acute kidney injuries up to
48 hours before doctors do, according
to artificial intelligence (AI) company
DeepMind.
The London-based company,
bought by tech giant Google in 2004,
now says it has an AI program that can
spot symptoms of acute kidney injury
(AKI) by analyzing a patient’s blood
tests, heart rates and blood pressure.
The model also correctly predicted
nine out of ten patients whose
condition deteriorated so severely
that they then required dialysis,
according to DeepMind researchers.
The potential uses of AI to benefit
society remain vast—and now may

CITY WITH A HEART (STUDY): A ZURICH (SHOWN HERE) RESEARCH HOSPITAL HAS LINKED CANCER TO A CERTAIN CARDIAC DIAGNOSIS

“BROKEN HEART SYNDROME” NOW LINKED TO CANCER
Zurich, Switzerland — Medical research has
established that there really is such a thing as a broken
heart.
It may not be news to the wise ancients or modernday poets, but enough research has been done to give it
a medical definition—namely, sudden weakening and
shape-changing of the heart muscle in response to intense
emotional experiences, most often the death of a loved

one, resulting in sudden intense chest pain and shortness
of breath that is not a heart attack. It even has a medical
name: .
While the extreme stress of bereavement or other
trauma has been linked to broken heart syndrome, a study
by Switzerland’s University Hospital Zurich now finds that
one in six people with the syndrome also had cancer—and
were likelier to not survive five years after diagnosis.
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א נייע מעדיקעיד
Aקעיר
new Medicaid-sponsored
געספאנסארטע
care management and
 אוןagency
מענעדזשמענט
services
dedicated
to.אגענטור
the health of individuals
who
סערוויסעס
require medical care physically,
emotionally, or mentally.

געווידמעט איבערצונעמען די
געזונטהייט געברויכן פון אייך אדער
אייער קינד מיט מעדיצינישע קעיר
פאר דעם פיזישן און גייסטישן געזונט
Finding the right doctors

טרעפן ריכטיגע דאקטורים
צוזאמשטעלן א פאסיגע טיעם
Arranging doctor
appointments
אפוינטמענטס
דאקטאר
אראנדזשירן
שפיטאל
וויילןhospitalizations
פארמיידן דאס
Reducingאין
future
טעותיםHelping
מעדיצינישע
העלפן אויסמיידן
eliminate medical error
צושטעלן רעסורסן פאר עלטערן
Providing additional parent resources
:פראגראמען
Services
סקיל דעוועלאפמענט
Skills development
קאמהעב
ComHab
 רעספעט- אפרו סערוויסעס
צוגרייטן צו א דזשאב
Respite Services
Assembling a connected care team

Prevocational Services

Downstate (NYC) Call:
NYC:718.408.5400
718.408.5400
4102 14th Ave. Brooklyn, NY 11219

UPSTATE: 845.503.0400
Rockland:
info@comforthealthny.org
845.503.0400
58 Rt. 59 Monsey, NY 10952
www.comforthealthny.org

Orange:
845.774.0300

1 Hamaspik Way Monroe, NY 10950

www.comforthealthny.org
info@comforthealthny.org

A Hamaspik
Project

A Hamaspik
Project
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New “MasterPick” Program
Helps the “K.J.” Community
From the Grassroots Up
Say you’re an empty nester in the
upstate village of Kiryas Joel (known
informally as “K.J.”), home to the
headquarters of Hamaspik of Orange
County. Your adult kids are all out
of the house and out of town, living
their own lives.
Or, say you’re just a resident of
any age who just needs an extra hand
around the house.
In either case, now you need
someone who can mow your front
lawn, keep your backyard grass
under control, or keep the trees and
shrubs about your property all primly
manicured.
Or, you just need someone to get
up on a ladder to change that one
hard-to-reach bulb, move some boxes
around the house, or even paint over

a fading patch of wall in that room.
What do you do?
Until now, you’d work the phones
like a madman, scrambling to find
someone—anyone—who could reply
favorably to a request for a “major
favor!” (and still like you the next
day!).
But now, you’d just call Hamaspik
of Orange County’s MasterPick
program.
The new MasterPick initiative
was initially conceived by Hamaspik
of Orange County Executive Director
Moses Wertheimer. The concept was
to teach in-and-around-the-house
chore skills, including but not limited
to landscaping and minor repairs, to
the gentlemen populating the highfunctioning track at the agency’s Day

YOUR ULTIMATE
SOURCE FOR GROUP
INSURANCE SOLUTIONS!
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888.783.6286
CALL FOR YOUR NO-OBLIGATION INSURANCE QUOTE

H E N R Y K E L L N E R & A S S O C I AT E S
E-mail us at: info@reliablebrokerage.com
Visit us on the web at: www.ReliableBrokerage.com

Habilitation (Day Hab) program.
Once the young men would be
trained in after several weeks of
apprenticeship—working
under
the vigilant supervision of their
devoted and highly skilled manager,
Mr. Solomon Rabi, on the grounds
of Hamaspik’s several properties
around K.J.—they could then start
hitting the grounds of the numerous
residences and businesses across
K.J., deploying their newfound skills
around the local community.
Thanks to Hamaspik’s decadeslong, high-profile presence across
the village, the agency (and its
beneficiaries) enjoy a positive,
symbiotic relationship with their
host community—with the populace
(thanks to Hamaspik) long evincing
an acclimated, tolerant attitude
towards individuals with special
needs, and their rightful place in the
mainstream.
For that reason, K.J. residents
wouldn’t hesitate to gladly offer
light handiwork opportunities to
Hamaspik’s beneficiaries.
But since its recent launch,
MasterPick has expanded into
general handyman work in a variety
of housekeeping and maintenance
areas around the house—and
cooking, baking, and laundry inside
the house—becoming a grassroots
effort in more ways than one.
Thanks to a recently local printad campaign in community circulars,
Hamaspik has been getting several
MasterPick calls a day.
Community members calling
MasterPick for help thus far
run the gamut of K.J. residents.
Accompanied by vigilant Hamaspik
staff, participating gentlemen are
finding themselves hauling light
lumber, moving furniture or boxes,
maintaining buildings or homes,
and yes, even trimming bushes and
mowing lawns.
Working out of a basement supply
room on the premises of Hamaspik’s
cavernous Admin/Day Hab Building
at the gateway to Kiryas Joel,
MasterPick Director Rabi—who

recently left his years-long position
of Day Hab Director to helm the
new program—begins each day with
reviewing the previous day’s phone
messages.
He’ll then call callers back for all
pertinent details, including precise
home address, and what exactly
needs doing. He’ll check the supply
room for all necessary equipment.
(If additional gear or materiel is
required, he’ll run out and buy it.)
He’ll then mentally rifle through
the MasterPick roster of participating
“Day Habbers”—selecting which
one(s) is most appropriate for the
job at hand. Some of the gentlemen
excel at handling basic tools. Others
are most handy at simple lifting
and carrying. Yet others shine at
painting—wielding a long pole and
roller brush with surprising deftness
and precision.
By 10:00 a.m., a Hamaspik
vehicle loaded with MasterPick staff
and supplies will be heading out to
the address(es) at hand, geared up
to make a practical difference in a
local resident’s life, and the quality
thereof.
Most importantly, MasterPick is
an effort to help high-functioning
young men with disabilities feel that
they are respected and integrated
members of their community. And
what makes you feel more a respected
member of your community than by
being asked to come over and help
your neighbor?
The focus is to help the individuals
feel good about themselves and
contribute, explains Mr. Rabi. In
fact, participating gentlemen take
great pride in the completion of each
project especially when “before” and
“after” photos are then shared with
their peers all over the community.
Besides that, they also gain skills
that make them feel even better about
themselves.
Indeed, by doing the things that
MasterPick has them doing, the
gentlemen providing those services
rightly feel that their community
couldn’t do without them.
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The
The
Hamaspik
Hamaspik
family
family
cares
caresfor
for
yours
yours

Wondering what’s available for
Wondering what’s available for
your special needs loved one?
your special needs loved one?
From in home services, community or
From in home services, community or
site based programs to reimbursements
site based programs to reimbursements
that will support your loved one and
that will support your loved one and
empower your family. Best of all:
empower your family. Best of all:
we will walk you through the process
we will walk you through the process
of getting the care they deserve.
of getting the care they deserve.

Community Habilitation (Com Hab)
Home Based Respite
Community Habilitation (Com Hab)
Home Based Respite
Family Support Services (Reimbursement)
Prevocational Services
Family Support Services (Reimbursement)
Prevocational Services
Day Habilitation
Achosainu Academy
Day Habilitation
Achosainu Academy
Unsure if your loved one is eligible for services? Call 718.387.8400
Unsure if your loved one is eligible for services? Call 718.387.8400

After School Respite
After School Respite
Self Direction
Self Direction
ISS Apartments
ISS Apartments
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Full-time QA/Training
Coordinator Hired Due to
Agency’s Brooklyn Growth

Happenings
around
Hamaspik
Out Standing in the Field

If one thing can be said about
Hamaspik, it’s that it’s constantly,
endlessly and relentlessly growing.
Thanks to ever-growing demand,
Hamaspik boasts an ever-growing
suite of human services and supports—
constantly underscoring its unmatched
community reputation as the place to
go for all things related to special needs
for all ages.
Over the years and decades, offices
and buildings fill up. When that
happens, new offices are opened and
buildings are built. And when that
happens, those offices and buildings fill
up before long—and the positive cycle
repeats itself.
And with all those programs and
services supporting the community
across Brooklyn alone, it’s no wonder
that Hamaspik of Kings County
has now hired its first full-time
Quality Assurance (QA) and Training
Coordinator.
Maintaining
internal
staffperformance quality and regulatory

compliance was a duty shouldered
by several office staffers—until the
number of Hamaspik of Kings County
programs, and the staff running them,
grew large enough to warrant a single
dedicated employee.
Bringing
a
special-needs
volunteering background to bear, QA/
Training Coordinator Ms. Levy works
every day to conduct all mandatory
internal QA reviews on such regular
safety measures like fire drills. The
Coordinator likewise coordinates
staff trainings in first aid, CPR and
other areas—ensuring that the evergrowing corps of Hamaspik frontline caregivers and support staff are
constantly compliant.
Now manning one of those
Hamaspik desks, Hamaspik of Kings
County’s new QA/Training Coordinator
no longer works on those front lines—
but is happy to be facilitating making a
difference in individuals’ lives.
Which, of course, is why Hamaspik
is there.

Horsing Around at HITSon-the-Hudson

Hamaspik of Rockland County’s Men’s Day Hab
Visits Show Horse Training Session

STARTING LINEUP: THE GENTLEMEN OF HAMASPIK OF ROCKLAND COUNTY’S DAY HAB
PROGRAM ENJOYING THE SPECIALTY EQUESTRIAN EXPERIENCE IN UPSTATE SAUGERTIES

A GOOD SPORT OF A SPECTATOR: AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF HIGHLY-SKILLED
RIDERS HONING THEIR HORSEMANSHIP, DOVID APPRECIATES A GOOD SHOW

Hamaspik has been based in the
Hudson Valley for decades. The HITS,
Inc. special events management
company has been based in upstate
Saugerties, New York since the early
80s. And with horses (as in the several
forms of equestrian therapy) being
a significant part of special-needs
supports at Hamaspik, the gentlemen
of Hamaspik of Rockland County’s Day
Hab program felt right at home visiting
HITS’ sprawling Saugerties facility.
The week following their visit was
to be marked by a major hunter/jumper
horse show, recounts devoted Day Hab
Manager Pinchas Knopfler—rendering
the site the scene of several highlytrained horses, and their practiced
riders, practicing their obstacleclearing skills.
The spectacular displays of
competitive horsemanship repeatedly
wowed the young men as they looked
on.
Later during their visit, gentlemen

strolled across one of several
sweeping fields that comprise the
premises, posing for several group
photos. They also got a first-hand
feel for the transient nature of the
competitive equestrian circuit, which
hosts events across the country
around the year—necessitating the
rental or even purchase of sensible
lodgings adjacent to such competitive
outdoor complexes. Several small
rental residences were on hand
for competitors’ benefit, and the
gentlemen got an inside look at the
serious rider’s life.
Not content to leave disability
integration and tolerance outside
the animal kingdom, a particularly
friendly horse elected to stroll over to
the gentlemen to say hello in his own
way.
With
an
equally
friendly
rider looking on, the young men
reciprocated the beast’s friendliness
with smiles and gentle touch.
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Learning the Ropes of
Gymnastics-based Happiness

They Have the Floor

Hamaspik of Rockland County Men’s Day Hab Visits
Monsey’s GymPros
Take a group of young men with
developmental differences, a fullyequipped regulation gymnastics center,
put them together, and what do you get?
You get “A match made in heaven,”
says Pinchos Knopfler, Manager of the
high-functioning men’s program at
Hamaspik of Rockland County’s Day
Hab.
“It was a lot of fun—healthy fun,” he
adds.
The gentlemen from Hamaspik
Rockland’s Day Program, as well as
a group from Hamaspik of Orange
County’s Day Hab program, have since
visited several times.
The facility in question is GymPros,
a community gymnastics program
operating out of a high-ceilinged retail
space in central Spring Valley, New York.
As cofounder and coach Aaron Blum
assisted them in jumping on bouncy floor
surfaces and even briefly swinging from
sturdy ropes as they learned the ropes of
simple gymnastics, they even pleasantly
surprised the veteran Day Hab Manager.
But visitors to his facility who have

special needs is nothing new, says Mr.
Blum—attesting to the long-known fact
that gymnastics is especially beneficial
for people with disabilities.
Besides building balance, strength
and coordination (good for anyone!),
a proper gymnastics facility is also “an
exciting way to get them to move,” he
explains.
And the visiting Hamaspik
contingent boasted no shortage of
excitement, Mr. Blum reports.
“The DSPs [Direct Support
Professionals]
seem
extremely
dedicated, and the individuals seemed
very happy to come,” he says—adding
that one of the DSPs later told him that
he hadn’t seen the gentlemen that smiley
and upbeat in a long time.
“We’re very happy to be providing
this service,” says Blum.
For more information, please contact
Hamaspik of Rockland County Dir.
of Day Services Rafael Wertheimer
at 845-503-0238 or rwertheimer@
hamaspikrockland.org.

Getting What the
Individual Most Needs

FEELING BOUNCY: ON A TRAMPOLINE

ON A ROLL: MOISHY WORKS MUSCLES

PUT IT UP THERE! THE “BOYS” DISPLAY A HEARTY THUMBS-UP AFTER A GREAT DAY

Rolling Along

Report on Care Coordination from Tri-County Care
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following
missive was sent into the Gazette’s offices
by Mrs. Malky Bochner, a member of
Tri-County Care’s capable team of Care
Managers. Minus some superficial edits,
the text captures the writer’s individual
voice—and the report speaks for itself.
An individual of mine had major
behavioral outbursts, and her school
expelled her back in December 2018
until her behaviors were brought
under control; she had fled, hid, and
had several attempts at suicide. The
school did not want to work along
with us.
The individual was placed in a
psych ward for months, on intensive
medication and supervision all the
time. She was miserable and cried
for help. The hospital was located
far from her home and therefore,
she couldn’t have visitors ever.
I arranged for volunteer staff to
visit her and they became friends
with her, and she felt she had
someone at her side. The parents
were giving up, and were not capable
of dealing with this situation.

So I dealt with the psych ward’s
psychologists and we worked out a
plan together: They would only let
her out if three months passed with
no suicidal attempts.
Meanwhile, I was begging the
school to take her back once she got
home, and I showed them reports
stating that her meds stabilized
her behaviors. The school refused.
I applied to many other schools, but
Mom did not want to send her to a
culturally inappropriate school. I
called her school many times to get
her into the 2019 school year, but still
no success.
Then the individual got home.
After much hard work, her original
school decided to give her a onemonth trial and if nothing went
wrong, they could have her stay. The
individual is on trial now, and I call
her daily to discuss her behavior.
She’s feeling accomplished and
good about herself.
But that’s just one example of a day’s
work for Care Manager Bochner—and
indeed, for all TCC Care Coordinators. 

HEADED FOR A STRIKE: AN INDIVIDUAL’S BOWLING BALL (CENTER) SURE LOOKS LIKE
IT’S GOING RIGHT WHERE IT’LL GET HIM THE GREATEST NUMBER OF POINTS

CLEARLY BOWLED OVER: FOLLOWING A GOOD-SCORING GAME, AN INDIVIDUAL WITH
HAMASPIK OF ORANGE COUNTY’S DAY HAB BONDS WITH A VISIBLY-HAPPY FRIEND
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The Autism Update

News and developments from the world of research and advocacy

SENSORY OVERLOAD IN AUTISM
MAYBE DUE TO HYPERVIGILANT
BRAIN: STUDY
Los Angeles, California —
In most typical people, sensory
stimuli like noise or touch triggers
activity in the part of the brain that
processes sensory information—
and after repeated such stimuli, the
brain dampens its own response in a
process called habituation.
The process allows people to
tune out unimportant stimuli like
background noise so that they can pay
attention to new information. But a
new study finds that in some children
with autism, their brains do not adapt
to repeated touch or sound, even after
several minutes.
According to the study by the
University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA), some children with autism
don’t show habituation—possibly
explaining why they show unusual
responses to stimuli like covering ears
in noisy environments or refusing to
wear clothes with itchy tags.
The findings suggest that such
kids with autism would not benefit
from exposure therapy, in which a
therapist gradually exposes a person
to increasing levels of a troublesome
stimulus.
RESEARCHERS DEVELOP MORE
‘CHILD-FRIENDLY’ AUTISM TEST
Waterloo, Ontario — Standard
tests used to diagnose children
with autism generally involve
questionnaires and psychological
evaluations—tests that are better
suited for adults and which commonly
overwhelm kids.
To make autism testing more
fun and otherwise kid-friendly,
researchers at the University of
Waterloo have developed a diagnostic
test based solely on pictures.
The low-stress, disarming method
simply has its young patients look at a
series of photos. It concludes whether
or not they have autism exclusively by
tracking their eye gaze.
Children with autism are long
known to look at others’ faces
differently. And in developing the
new test, researchers found that
typical children tend to look more
at people’s eyes, while children with
autism tend to look more at mouths.
According to the test’s lead
researcher, the new diagnostic
method is more reliable than
traditional tests.

PRE-DIAGNOSIS PARENTAL
“BABY TALK” MAY IMPROVE
LANGUAGE SKILLS IN TODDLERS
WITH AUTISM
Dallas, Texas — More than one
study in recent decades has shown
that the more words children hear
as infants, and the more verbal
interactions they have with family
members, the higher the vocabulary,
the better the reading skills,
the higher the IQ, and even the
higher rates of social and financial
success as bigger children and then
as adults.
But now, a study by the University
of Texas at Dallas suggests that
the more words that children later
diagnosed with autism hear as infants,
and the more verbal interactions they
have with caregivers, the better their

language skills will be by the time
they reach the age of two.
The new study is the first to look
at the association in children with
autism under age one. The findings
suggest that parents of a baby with
autism should talk to the baby as
much as possible.

WITH FOCUS ON EMPLOYMENT
AND AUTISM, INSAR RELEASES
FIRST POLICY BRIEF
Kansas City, Missouri — The
first policy brief ever released by the
influential International Society for
Autism Research (INSAR) features
an impressively progressive title:
“Getting People with Autism to
Work.”
“It is clear that improving the
employment opportunities and

outcomes for autistic adolescents
and adults will have significant
benefits to workplaces, the economy,
the community and individuals living
with autism,” according to the brief.
The brief ’s key bullet points
include:
Research is scarce on the longterm benefits of job-retaining
environmental supports
Outcomes improve when personal
interests, skills and strengths are
matched with jobs
Modifying workplace environments,
including adjusted lighting and
sound, is critical
Success depends on experience
on the job and experience
programs before the job—include
‘employment pathway programs
starting in adolescence.

ROOM FOR RELAXATION: THE AIRPORT'S FULLY-EQUIPPED AUTISM FACILITY (ABOVE AND INSET) HELPS TRAVELERS ADJUST

PITTSBURGH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT UNVEILS SENSORY ROOM FOR YOUNG
TRAVELERS WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania — Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina has had one for years at its main airport. But
now, families affected by autism have a great reason
to pass through Pittsburgh International Airport,
too: the facility is now the second in the U.S. to boast a
fully-equipped sensory room on site for young travels
on the spectrum.
Airport employee Jason Rudge pushed for months
for the facility, inspired by his four-year-old son
Presley, who has autism. The result is one of the

world’s largest, most comprehensive airport sensory
rooms.
The space features a replica full-scale jet cabin
and jetway, allowing young travelers with sensory
issues to acclimate to the physical layout and space
constraints of an actual airplane.
The entire space is also fully sound-proof,
featuring bubble tubes, calming lights, and private
areas where families can decompress before
flights.
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Alone No Longer: Wide-Ranging “Stardust” Parent
Support Program Offering Wealth of Disability-Defined
Groups for Brooklyn Parents of Children with Disabilities
“Every child is a star,” explains
Mrs. C. Teitelbaum, asked why the
new program she’s helming is called
“Stardust.”
The veteran activist, herself the
proud mother and advocate of several
children with disabilities, elaborates
that her own kids “brought so much
light to my life”—and that, with the
new Hamaspik-powered parental
support groups she’ll be leading, she
wants fellow disability parents to feel
that same electrifying, exciting feeling.
And in what is a natural partnership
(what were we waiting for?), the 23year veteran of special-needs advocacy
has now joined forces with Hamaspik,
the community’s premier disability
non-profit.
Stardust is yet another brainchild
of Hamaspik of Kings County’s very
own Yehudah “Yidel” Spangelet,
the understated, overachieving and
notoriously
hard-to-catch
(and
for good reasons!) Director of Day
Services.
Responding to what he had been
hearing of late from the parents of
the youths supported by his division’s
many programs, Mr. Spangelet reached
out this past summer to one of the best
human resources in the community.
Over two decades ago, in a day and
age very different than today’s, Mrs.

Teitelbaum became one of the first
mother of a child with disability to
proudly go public—becoming not just
an informal advocate who learned on
the job how to best care for her child,
but how to support other parents,
too. “People started calling me,” she
recalls; “I helped them with their
questions.”
Fast forward over 23 years, and
Hamaspik and Mrs. Teitelbaum struck
a proactive deal. And after several
months of groundwork, Stardust is
now live.
Providing critical assistance to the
Day Services Director throughout the
process was (and is) Ms. Weinstock,
Director of Hamaspik of Kings
County’s Ahavas Golda after-school
respite (ASR) program.
Stardust will be providing weekly
support-group meetings for parents
of children with special needs in the
two Brooklyn neighborhoods most
serviced by Hamaspik: Borough Park
and Williamsburg.
In turn, those weekly meetings will
be divided by children’s function level
or diagnosis. For example, parents of
children with low-functioning autism
will regularly meet with peers. Parents
of children with high-functioning
autism will have another group.
Mothers of boys or girls with Down

syndrome will have a Stardust support
group of their own. Older parents will
have a separate group, as will younger
parents. Stardust is even operating
an exclusive support group just for
siblings of children with special needs.
Stardust will now also be running
Hamaspik’s legendary annual Chanukah parties for children.
So, how big of a need is there in
the community, and how will Stardust
meet it? “It’s huge,” Mrs. Teitelbaum
first establishes. But according
to the veteran activist, parents—
particularly mothers—most need the
peer bonding of people in their same
shoes, which is what Stardust will
achieve.
But don’t such support groups
already exist? And if so, how is
Stardust different?
With that many kids with special
needs across the community, there
are schools that do provide or even
require parental get-togethers, Mrs.
Teitelbaum concedes. But those only
serve all parents of any child with any
disability—not breaking them down
by the precise groups that would serve
them best.
With Stardust, however, “Hamaspik is doing a lot more,” she says.
“Hamaspik is amazing.”
But one unifying theme and mission

underlying all of Stardust’s new
support groups is a focus on positivity
and normalcy. No pity parties or doom
and gloom here! Mrs. Teitelbaum
emphasizes mainstreaming and
acceptance, painting a picture of peer
support that is anything but cringing,
furtive, apologetic or otherwise fearful
of the community.
Stardust’s ongoing support group
meetings will be rounded out by
occasional extracurricular group
activities, including parties marked
by professional light entertainment.
But one thing Stardust will not
regularly offer is social workers or
other mental-health professionals. “I
don’t think it’s a good idea,” says Mrs.
Teitelbaum, explaining that it would
detract from the program’s peerbased mission. Should a parent ask
for it, though, Mrs. Teitelbaum will be
happy to arrange it.
So, where does the dynamic
director see Stardust in a year?
“I want it to be a household name
for people,” she happily declares.
“That’s my main goal—to create a
very safe atmosphere for everyone
and bring pride to our families.”
To join a Stardust support group or for
more information, please contact Mrs.
Teitelbaum at 718-387-8400, ext. 168.

HEALTH NEWS

Dig finds baby bottles in use millennia earlier than thought
Vösendorf, Austria — With all
the technology and manufacturing
we have nowadays, you’d certainly
think that our standards of living
are positively princely compared
to ancient times, which would be
downright primitive.
But it may turn out that the ancients
weren’t too far behind us—at least
when it comes to caring for infants.
An archaeological dig in Vösendorf,
Austria has now found tiny decorated
pottery vessels that experts now
believe were actually baby bottles.
The tiny items, shaped like today’s
bottles and cups, feature spouts not
unlike today’s modern baby bottles.
Besides containing residue of
dairy products, believed to be goat or
cow milk, they are also up to 3,200
years old—suggesting that they were
used in feeding children. Another clue

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE: WHILE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ETERNALLY MARCH ON,
BABIES (AND LOVINGLY-MADE BABY BOTTLES ) REMAIN THE SAME THROUGHOUT THE AGES

is the fact they were found in ancient
graves of children.
To determine that the residue found

in the items was milk, researchers
subjected powdery samples to chemical
analysis and mass spectrometry.

By comparing different amounts of
two kinds of carbon molecules, they
found what they call the “chemical
fingerprint” of milk or milk products.
Bioarchaeologist Sian Halcrow, of
the University of Otago in New Zealand,
said that the archaeological find, and
subsequent chemical analysis, offers
“the first direct evidence for animal
milk being contained in these bottles
for feeding to babies.”
One of the most distinctive
characteristics of the bottles through
the ages is the apparent care taken in
their making. “One of the really lovely
things about this is the connection with
people in the past,” said geochemist
Julie Dunne, of the University of
Bristol, and one of the researchers.
“It really tells us what the parents are
doing is making these lovely bottles.
They are almost like toys.”
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND POLICY NEWS

Medicare Now Partially Covering Cancer
Immunotherapy Treatments

Medicare’s new policy regarding CAR-T
coverage.
“There’s a lot of confusion about, ‘Is

this covered? How is it covered?’ ” CMS
Administrator Seema Verma said on
the call. “Today’s decision makes it very

clear that, ‘Yes, this is covered.’”
Medicare will not only be paying
for CAR-T itself, but “all the related
services,” Verma elaborated. “The
administration of the drug. The
collection of the cells. The manipulation
of the cells and then putting it back
into the patient. And then any of their
outpatient or inpatient care as well.”
But the new Medicare policy will
only cover CAR-T treatment at specific
approved facilities, though.
With CAR-T still being relatively new,
Medicare official policy as to whether
it’s covered—and if so, to what extent—
had not yet been established until that
announcement.
There are only a handful of FDAapproved immunotherapy drugs in
current usage, and all are extremely
expensive. Kite Pharma’s Yescarta
treatment boasts a list price of $373,000,
for example. Another drug, Novartis’
Kymriah, goes for $475,000

EASY

MEDIUM

EASY

Federal Senior Healthcare to Pay for Some Cutting-edge CAR-T Drugs
Washington, D.C. — Chimeric
antigen receptor T-cell therapy, or
CAR-T for short, remains one of the
most innovative and effective new
treatments in cancer medicine in recent
years.
The treatment, which involves the
body’s own anti-infection T-cells, is
also known as immunotherapy. And
now, after an official announcement,
it’s partially covered by Medicare, too.
Medicare, the federal health
insurance plan for seniors, is part of the
U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS). And recently on a
conference call with reporters, CMS
Administrator Seema Verma rolled out

•

HEALTHY EATING

ASPARAGUS

YIELDS: 8 SERVINGS

YIELDS: 6 SERVINGS

READY IN: 1:20

Asparagus
Salady

YIELDS: 4 SERVINGS
READY IN: 0:20

READY IN: 0:20

Cream
of Soup
Asparagus

Roasted

INGREDIENTS:

INGREDIENTS:

Asparagus

INGREDIENTS:

• 1 bundle thin asparagus
• 1 small package grape tomatoes, halved
• 1 purple onion, sliced thin
• 1 cup honey-coated slivered almonds
• O live oil spray
DRESSING:

• 2 cloves garlic, crushed
• 1/4 cup olive oil
• 1/4 cup lemon juice
• 1/2 teaspoon salt
• 1/2 teaspoon black pepper
• 1/2 teaspoon sugar
DIRECTIONS:

• S et oven on broil
out on lined baking
• Ssheet
 preadandasparagus
spray with olive oil; toss to coat
and spread asparagus out in single layer
Roast for 6-8 minutes (depending on
thickness) or until asparagus is lightly
browned, tossing once or twice
Remove from oven and set aside to cool.
Once cooled, transfer to cutting board
and cut into 1-inch pieces
Place asparagus, purple onion, grape
tomatoes and almonds in large mixing bowl
To prepare dressing, combine all
ingredients and shake until emulsified
Pour on the dressing and gently toss to
combine

•
•
•
•
•
© 2019

Recipes by Mrs. Chana G. Laufer 

• 2 bags frozen asparagus
• 2 potatoes
• 1 root parsley
• 4 tablespoons oil
• 2 onions, diced
• 4 cloves garlic
• 8 cups water
• 1 tablespoon consommé soup mix
• S alt to taste
• 3 teaspoons corn starch
DIRECTIONS:

• S auté onions until translucent; add garlic,
asparagus, potatoes, and parsley root;
cook for 15 minutes
Add water, soup mix, salt
Dissolve corn starch in 1/2 cup cold water
and pour into soup
Bring to boil; lower flame and simmer for
an hour
Blend in immersion blender

•
•
•
•

• 1 bunch fresh asparagus
• O live oil spray
• S alt to taste
• B lack pepper
• G arlic powder
• 1/2 cup shredded cheese (optional)
DIRECTIONS:

• P reheat oven to 420°
• W ash and trim hard ends off asparagus.
Place in single layer in roasting pan
• S pray evenly with olive oil and season
with salt, pepper and garlic powder
• R oast in oven for approximately 15
minutes, or until tender-crisp
• S prinkle with cheese and bake
additional 5 minutes

CHEF’S TIP:
Asparagus should be served warm or at
room temperature, since refrigeration dulls
its flavor.

BENEFITS:

Asparagus is a nutritious and tasty addition to any diet. It’s low in calories, a great source
of nutrients (including fiber, folate and vitamins A, C and K), and has a number of health
benefits, including weight loss, improved digestion, and lower blood pressure.

For all your personal cooking and catering needs, contact chanagitty@gmail.com
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outcomes. Conversely, while Alaska is
the U.S. state furthest north, its overall
healthcare score is the furthest south, at
just over 42.
Some states ranked high in one of
the three categories but vastly lower in
another. For example, the District of
Columbia scored #1 in cost of quality
healthcare, but 26th in outcomes.
Additionally, Colorado—ranking in
recent years as having the healthiest or
near-healthiest population—reported
the lowest rates of heart disease.
(West Virginia reported the
highest.)
Our very own Empire
State took a middleof-the-road twentyfourth place.

Public
Health
and Policy
News
MINNESOTA, ALASKA 2019’S
BEST/WORST STATES FOR
HEALTHCARE
Washington, D.C. — A review of
public health data finds that Minnesota
has the best overall healthcare system
in the United States while Alaska has the
worst.
According personal finance company
WalletHub, Minnesota got the highest
overall score of just under 64—an
average of scores in cost, access and

SCIENTISTS
SEEKING
TO BREED
BETTER LAB
MICE

Bethesda,
Maryland — A
huge amount of
modern
medical
research depends on
laboratory mice—the
sturdy little rodents bred to
serve as living test beds for all
sorts of new drugs.
But because anything in their systems
could throw off results of scientific
experiments performed on them, lab
mice are kept in sterile conditions,
including sterilized food and water.
The problem there is that lab mouse
microbiomes—the veritable cities of
“good” bacteria found inside all animals
(and humans) which play parts in
many body processes—are also highly
regulated, meaning that they don’t reflect
natural mouse conditions in the wild.
That’s why the National Institute
for Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney
Diseases (NIDDK) is now breeding so-

called “wildling” mice, or lab mice born
to wild mice—so that their microbiomes
are natural and that test results better
reflect actual conditions.
The NIDDK scientists believe that
future trials of experimental human
drugs may turn out better using wildling
mice than they currently have with
today’s sterile lab mice.

SABIN INSTITUTE TAKES
REINS OF EBOLA VACCINE
DEVELOPMENT
Washington, D.C. — Not to worry—
the development of the Ebola vaccine is
in good hands.
For well over five years, Londonbased pharma giant GlaxoSmithKline
(GSK) had been working on a vaccine
for the deadly virus currently subjecting
Africa to another outbreak. It is currently
working on two.
But now, further research and
development of those antiviruses has
been transferred to the Sabin Vaccine
Institute. The Washington, D.C.-based
non-profit, named for polio and vaccine
research pioneer Dr. Albert B. Sabin
(1906-1993), will be carrying GSK’s
Ebola work forward.
While Ebola is a deadly and contagious
disease, it is also still relatively rare,
making the potential market for a vaccine
sporadic and very likely unprofitable—
posing a financial dilemma for for-profit
drug companies.

AMERICANS DIABETICS BUYING
90%-CHEAPER INSULIN IN
CANADA
London, Ontario — It was in this
Canadian city close to 100 years ago
that an idea conceived by Dr. Frederick
Banting led to the discovery of insulin—
the lifesaving drug depended on by
millions of people with diabetes ever
since.

CAPITOL OF GOOD STATE HEALTH: THE LEGISLATURE BUILDING IN S. PAUL, MINNESOTA, THE STATE RECENTLY RANKED BY PERSONAL FINANCE
COMPANY WALLETHUB AS HAVING THE BEST OVERALL HEALTH SYSTEM IN THE U.S. ALASKA CAME IN LAST, AND NEW YORK STATE AT 24TH

SMALL JAR, BIG PRICE: INSULIN IS NOW
DRASTICALLY CHEAPER IN CANADA

Dr. Banting sold his patent the
University of Toronto for $1—and for
much of the remaining century, the
manufactured drug remained low-cost.
But not so anymore.
In fact, insulin prices have skyrocketed so high that Americans with
diabetes have been organizing road
trips to Canada to stock up on the drug,
where it can cost around 90 percent less
than in the U.S. A recent joint report by
news outlets PBS and Kaiser Health News
(KHN) covered one such trip.
One rider told the outlets’ reporter
that when she was ten years old, a single
vial of insulin cost $3—but now cost her
$380.
Insulin is a vital drug that some 7.4
million Americans must take daily to
manage their diabetes. But its price
nearly doubled from 2012 to 2016.
According to the report, the group of
insulin shoppers spent a total of around
$2,000 on Canadian insulin—which
would have cost them about $24,000 in
the U.S.

$1 BILLION MALARIA VACCINE
DEPLOYED IN THIRD AFRICAN
COUNTRY
Nairobi, Kenya — Malaria, a
bacterial mosquito-spread disease, has
been the bane of public health across
the African continent for decades, with
thousands dying each year.
But now, after 30 years and $1 billion
in research and development, a viable
vaccine exists—and, as of this October,
is being provided to children in a third
African country.
Malawi and Ghana, both commonly
hard-hit countries, received shipments
of the RTS,S vaccine earlier. The
vaccine, developed by pharma giant
GlaxoSmithKline with support from the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, is now
part of children’s routine immunization
schedules.
Malaria prevention has long been a
U.S. foreign-aid goal, with the President’s
Malaria Initiative (PMI) program,
launched in 2005, reauthorized under
each succeeding administration.
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The King
of Speech
Hamaspik Theragen’s Speech Therapy program is dedicated to
maximizing each individual’s abilities to accomplish daily tasks.
Our experienced speech-language pathologists use the most
Speech
Therapy

advanced speech therapy methods to help you or your loved
ones build the language, comprehension, and oral-motor skills
they need to communicate their wants and needs.
Make your voice heard.

Call Us 845.655.0600
HamaspikTheragen.org

Providing clinical services
For the OPWDD population

Brooklyn: 293 Division Avenue
Monsey: 58 Route 59
Monroe: 1 Hamaspik Way
intake@hamaspiktheragen.org

Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Speech Therapy
Social Work & Counseling

Psychiatry Services
Psychological Evals
Nutrition Services
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High blood pressure, known
medically as hypertension, is a common
and dangerous condition. Having high
blood pressure means the pressure of
the blood in your blood vessels is higher
than it should be.
When you sprint, run, dance or
otherwise engage in exercise, your heart
pumps harder and the pressure of your
blood against the insides of your blood
vessels gets higher—and goes back to
normal when you stop exercising.
Now, that’s a natural thing—and
in fact, if done regularly in the form of
regular exercise or workouts, is actually
a very good thing. That’s because regular
exercise lowers your blood pressure
as good as some prescription blood
pressure medications.
However, the reason that high blood
pressure is a problem is that when it
gets too high for too long (as opposed
to relatively short bursts of physical
exercise), it increases the risk for heart
disease and stroke, two of the leading
causes of death for Americans—even
higher than the dreaded cancer.
About 75 million U.S adults, or one in
three, have high blood pressure. But only
about half of those have their high blood
pressure under control. What’s more, a
growing number of younger people are
also being diagnosed with high blood
pressure. That’s why it is important
tocheck blood pressure regularly.
But the good news is that you can take
steps now to prevent high blood pressure
or to control it if your blood pressure is
already high—thus lowering your risk of
heart disease and stroke.

DEFINITION

ALL ABOUT…
HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE
Sources: Mayo Clinic, U.S.
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC),
9Health Fair

Blood pressure means the force of
blood pushing on the walls of arteries
while the heart pumps blood. When
one has high blood pressure, the force
of blood will rise and it can damage
the body in many ways. Having high
blood pressure is dangerous because it
makes the heart work harder to pump
blood throughout the body—which all
too easily can lead to heart damage or
disease, heart failure, stroke or even
kidney failure.
Blood pressure consists of two
numbers—a high and a low. The high
number is called the systolic. It refers
to the pressure on the arteries during a
single beat of the heart. The low number
is called the diastolic. It refers to the
pressure on the arteries between beats
of the heart.
According to the most current
guidelines by the authoritative American
Heart Association (AHA), normal blood
pressure is less than 120 over 80 (but not
too low—that’s a whole other condition
called low blood pressure).
“Elevated” blood pressure is 120129 over less than 80. This is where

you don’t have diagnosed high blood
pressure yet—but likely will if healthy
steps are not taken.
High blood pressure (stage 1)
begins with any systolic number of
130 to 139 or any diastolic number 80
to 89.
Stage 2 is 140 systolic or higher or
diastolic 90 or higher.
Stage 3—at which point you must
see any doctor immediately—is any
blood pressure of 180/120 or higher.

SYMPTOMS
As a general rule, high blood pressure
is called the “silent killer” because it often
has no warning signs or symptoms, and
many people do not know they have it.
However, in rare cases, high blood
pressure can cause symptoms like
headaches or vomiting.
Finally, as a general rule, if one
is getting older and/or is not getting
regular exercise, one can assume that
his or her blood pressure needs to be
checked—and, if too high, healthily and
proactively addressed.

or had high blood pressure are at
increased risk
Being overweight or obese—Even a
few extra pounds can create too-high
blood pressure
Not being physically active—Toolittle or no exercise is very bad for
your health
Using tobacco—Smoking cigars,
cigarettes or worse yet, pipes, has a
very detrimental effect
Too much salt (sodium) in your diet—
The more the sodium in your system,
the higher the blood pressure
Too little potassium in your diet—
The cardiovascular system requires
potassium to maintain a healthy
balance

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
No matter what a person’s age may
be, he or she can take steps each day to
keep blood pressure within a healthy
range. These primarily revolve around
exercise, making healthy choices, and
managing any health conditions that a
person may have.

Exercise and physical fitness

DIAGNOSIS
There’s only one way to get a reliable
diagnosis of whether one has high blood
pressure: have a doctor or other health
professional measure it. Measuring
blood pressure is quick and painless.

CAUSE
There are a number of factors and
variables that cause high blood pressure.
These primarily are:
Age—the risk of high blood
pressureincreases as you age
Race—African-Americans are at
increased risk for high blood pressure
Family history—People whose
parents or other close relatives have

Insufficient exercise and high blood
pressure go hand-in-hand—a drop in the
first generally means a rise of the second.
But not to worry! Regular exercise
can, and does, make a life-changing
difference in your cardiovascular health.
In fact, even little changes in daily
routines can make big differences.
For starters, don’t think you now
have to become a championship jogger
overnight or start going to the gym for
hours every day—start slow and steady
instead! Begin with a light routine (your
doctor and/or physical therapist will
help you with that), incorporate it into
your day and build from there.
To keep blood pressure low, exercise
on a regular basis must be maintained—
and it takes about one to three months
for regular exercise to produce a positive
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impact on blood pressure, and those
benefits will last only as long as one
continues regularly exercising.
Shoot for at least 30 minutes of
exercise most days of the week. Any
physical activity that increases heart and
breathing rates will do, including:
Household chores like lawn-mowing,
leaf-raking, gardening or floorscrubbing
Active sports like basketball or tennis
Climbing stairs
Walking
Jogging
Bicycling
Swimming
Dancing
If you can’t set aside that much time
at once, remember that shorter bursts
of activity count, too. You can break
up your workout into three ten-minute
sessions of aerobic exercise and get the
same benefit as one 30-minute session.
Also, if you sit for several hours
a day, try to reduce the amount of
time you spend sitting. Research has
found that too much sedentary time is
a contributing factor in many health
conditions. Try for five to ten minutes
of every hour of low-intensity physical
activity, like getting up to get a drink
of water or going on a short walk. Set
yourself a regular electronic reminder.
Now, how does regular exercise
medically improve your blood pressure?
By making your heart stronger. A
stronger heart then pumps more blood
with less effort. And when the heart
works less to pump, the force on your
arteries decreases, in turn lowering your
blood pressure.
Specifically, getting more active
lowers the systolic blood pressure, or the
top number in a blood pressure reading,
by an average of 4 to 9 millimeters of
mercury (mm Hg). That’s the equivalent
of some blood pressure medications—
and for some people, getting at least
regular exercise is enough to reduce the
need for prescription blood-pressure
drugs.

Weight training and high blood
pressure
Regularly lifting weights so as to
increase muscle mass (size) and/or
strength, also known as weight training,
can also temporarily raise your blood
pressure—even
dramatically
so,
depending on how much you lift—while
you’re lifting those weights. But for most
people, the long-term benefits of weight
training outweigh the short-terms risks
that come with the temporary spike in
blood pressure.
Fitness experts recommend incorporating weight training exercises of
all the major muscle groups into your
fitness routine at least two times a week.
If you have high blood pressure and
would like to incorporate at least some
weight training into your regular fitness

HAMASPIK GAZETTE

routine, remember to:
Learn and use proper form (to avoid
straining or damaging muscles,
ligaments or tendons)
Breathe easily and continuously
during each exercise

Magnesium
Garlic
Calcium
Potassium
Eating foods low in salt (sodium) and
high in potassium can lower your blood
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activity or play time every day. (Stay
away from those electronic screens!)

Don’t smoke!
Smoking cigarettes—and all the
more so, cigars or tobacco pipes—
raises blood pressure and puts the
smoke at far higher risk for heart attack
and stroke. So if you don’t smoke, it’s
wise to not start! Tobacco is not the
calculated risk many people think or feel
that it is. And if you do smoke, quitting
will significantly lower risk for heart
disease. If you need help quitting, your
doctor can help you tap into a wide array
of resources available to transition away
from tobacco products for good.

Limit alcohol consumption
Avoid drinking too much alcohol,
which can raise blood pressure.
Recommend maximum daily intake is
two drinks for adult men.

Manage diabetes

Lift lighter weights more times (to
keep those blood-pressure spikes less
sharp)
Listen to your body—and stop
activity right away if you become
severely out of breath or dizzy,
or if you experience chest pain or
pressure.
Above all, if you already have high
blood pressure, get approval from your
doctor before you make weight training
part of your fitness routine.

Medications
For many high blood pressure
patients, a doctor may recommend
various medications to help lower those
numbers. These include Altace, Bumex,
Diuril, Edecrin, Enduron, Esidrix,
Hydrodiuril, Hygroton, Lasix, Lozol,
Microzide, Prinivil, Vasotec or Zestril.

Diet
Choosing healthful meal and snack
options can help avoid high blood
pressure and its complications. Be
sure to eat plenty of fresh fruits and
vegetables.
There are also a number of over-thecount (OTC) vitamins, nutrients and
other supplements that you can eat to
prevent high blood pressure, including:
Fish oil

pressure. In particular, one healthy
diet that is proven to help people
lower blood pressure is known as the
DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop
Hypertension) diet. The DASH diet is
rich in fruits, vegetables, whole grains,
and low-fat dairy foods. It includes
meat, fish, poultry, nuts, and beans, and
is limited in sugar-sweetened foods and
beverages, red meat, and added fats.

Weight
Being overweight or obese greatly
increases risk for high blood pressure.
To determine if weight is in a healthy
range, doctors will often calculate a
patient’s body mass index (BMI). A
doctor will sometimes also use waist
and hip measurements to measure
excess body fat.

Physical activity
Physical activity can help maintain
one’s healthy weight and lower blood
pressure. For adults, at least two hours
and 30 minutes a week of moderateintensity exercise, like brisk walking
or bicycling, is highly recommended
and encouraged. For their part, to stay
healthy and to help not eventually up
with high blood pressure in the first
place, kids and adolescents should get
at least one hour of moderate physical

Because the majority of people
with diabetes—about six out of every
ten—also have high blood pressure,
managing diabetes bears significant
mention in terms of preventing or
managing high blood pressure.
If your doctor believes that you have
symptoms of diabetes, he or she may
recommend that you get tested.
If you already have diabetes, monitor
your blood sugar levels carefully—and
talk to your doctor about treatment
options. Your doctor may recommend
certain lifestyle changes to help keep
that blood sugar under good control—
and those actions will in turn help reduce
your risk for high blood pressure.

High blood pressure medications
If you’re already on medication to
treat high blood pressure or diabetes,
always follow your doctor’s instructions
carefully. If you do not understand
something, always ask questions.
Never stop taking any blood pressure
medication (or any prescription
medication, for that matter) without
talking to your doctor or pharmacist.

PROGNOSIS
For most people who get the
diagnosis of high blood pressure,
that high blood pressure will typically
increase with age—if it goes untreated,
that is.
The good news, however, is that
there is a sunny and encouraging
range of healthy options for the high
blood pressure patient, beginning with
regular exercise and including several
common medications—primarily the
first-line category of drugs called ACE
inhibitors.
So take care of your blood pressure—
and your heart will take care of you!
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Status Report

Happening
In Hospitals
Today

DRONE ON: THIS ILLUSTRATION INDICATES WHAT MEDICINE’S FUTURE MAY LOOK LIKE

HOSPITAL SYSTEM USING
DRONES TO SEND, RECEIVE LAB
SAMPLES

DO HOSPITALS CHARGE MORE
TO COMPENSATE FOR LOW
GOVERNMENT REIMBURSEMENT?

Raleigh, North Carolina —
The Raleigh, North Carolina-based
WakeMed hospital group, comprised
of 12 centers across several campuses,
is now using drones to ferry samples to
and from medical labs.
The
remote-controlled
flying
machines, popular primarily for
filmmaking and recreation, are
increasingly being adopted for healthrelated
usages
worldwide—like
delivering medication to remote rural
locations or assisting personnel in
search-and-rescue operations.
WakeMed, however, is now
experimenting with using drones to
fly vials of blood and other medical
samples to and from its central campus
laboratory—eliminating costlier and
longer-taking ground routes using
couriers.
Drones, like medevac helicopters,
generally take half the travel time taken
by bicycles or automobiles.
WakeMed’s program, run by privatesector company Matternet, is funded
by a government pilot program testing
drone use at hospitals. It’s the first such
program in the country.

Washington, D.C. — Healthcare
providers, like insurance companies and
particularly hospitals, will commonly
claim that private-insurance patients
are charged more because governmentinsurance patients—members of
Medicare or Medicaid—reimburse less.
And while most experts will tell
you that it’s true, many are unclear
on whether there’s a cause-and-effect
relationship between them.
Health economists, doctors and
industry executives have been arguing
for at least 40 years about whether
hospitals perform what’s called cost
shifting.
Bottom line? There is evidence that
some hospitals perform cost shifting,
but not strong and clear results showing
that hospitals regularly make such
adjustments, or what exactly is causing
them.

of 1,000 patients conducted by
revenue software company Waystar
finds that only 12 percent of them
engaged in price comparisons for the
same treatments at different hospitals
before selecting their caregiver of
choice and undergoing treatment.
Only 28 percent discussed costs
with hospital staff before the visit or got
an out-of-pocket estimate, according
to the survey.
And among the 88 percent who
did not price shop, 38 percent did
not know that prices varied. Another
24 percent thought that pricing was
too complicated to understand, and
another 23 percent did not know how
to comparison shop.
Still, out-of-pocket costs were
a financial burden to some survey
respondents, particularly younger
patients.

PATIENTS GET RARE INFECTION
WHEN NURSE DILUTES MEDS
WITH TAP WATER
Buffalo, New York — Call it
another case of why rules for even the
littlest things are important.
You’d think, “What’s so terrible

about tap water?” But six patients at a
Buffalo facility had to endure the rare
S. paucimobilis bloodstream infection
after a nurse violated a safety procedure
and mixed medication with ordinary
water, not the sterilized bottled water
commonly used in medicine.
The result was that the cancer
patients at the Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center in Buffalo
needed antibiotics to treat infections
due to the water, which drew from a
tainted city water supply.
Records showed that a nurse had
“repetitively and inappropriately”
accessed a drawer storing the injectable
medications to tamper with them. The
nurse was later reported to be facing up
to ten years in prison and a $250,000
fine.

RISING HOSPITAL PRICES
TARGETED BY UNITEDHEALTH
GROUP REPORT
Minneapolis, Minnesota —
According to a report by UnitedHealth
Group, parent company of the nation’s
largest commercial insurer, the total
cost in year 2018 of inpatient hospital
stay services for privately insured
consumers exceeded $200 billion.
UnitedHealth Group says that
inpatient prices rose 4.5 percent
annually from 2013 through 2017, even
while customers reduced their usage
of inpatient care by five percent during
that same period. The company blames
hospitals for the still-rising costs.
The report says that in the case
of specific specialties, inpatient
hospital prices rose even faster than
standard doctor prices. These include
hypertension, coronary bypass, and
appendectomy.
Based on its analysis, UnitedHealth
projects the annual cost of inpatient
services for privately insured
consumers will exceed $350 billion by
2029. 

FEW PATIENTS PRICE SHOP
BEFORE PLANNED HOSPITAL
VISIT: SURVEY
Louisville, Kentucky — A survey

GRIM WATERS: AN R.N. AT THIS BUFFALO HOSPITAL SHOULD NOT HAVE USED THE SINK
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News from
the World of
Hamaspik
HomeCare and
Senior Health

Hamaspik HomeCare Hosts NHTD/TBI
Provider Conference for New York City Region
New Brooklyn Office Welcomes Dozens of Non-Profits for Newest State Updates, Rules
Tending to the community on well
more than one front, Hamaspik has for
years offered the NHTD and TBI program
to the communities it serves across
downstate New York and the upstate
Hudson Valley.
The Nursing Home Transition and
Diversion (NHTD) and Traumatic Brain
Injury (TBI) are programs offered to
members of Medicaid, the state/federal
health insurance program for the poor
and/or people with disabilities. With
NHTD, people are transitioned back
home after stays in nursing homes (or
diverted from entering nursing homes
in the first place). The TBI program
delivers a wealth of specialized supports
to individuals who’ve suffered traumatic
brain injuries due to accidents or other
adverse circumstances.
And in both, qualifying clients can
get up to 24 hours of split-shift homecare
aides.
Working through dozens of privatesector partners like Hamaspik across the

state, the New York State Dept. of Health
(DOH) has been bringing both vital
programs to New Yorkers since 2008.
But to keep themselves abreast of all
things going on in the world of NHTD
and TBI, the New York City region’s nonprofit providers regularly meet every
month—allowing themselves to stay
informed of any and all new rules and
regulations, as well as any changes to
existing ones.
Hamaspik HomeCare recently hosted
that monthly meeting.
Held on the premises of the home care
agency’s sprawling new complex at 1105
McDonald Ave. in the heart of Brooklyn,
Hamaspik HomeCare welcomed about
40 providers who deliver NHTD/TBI to
communities across the five boroughs of
New York City.
(The NHTD/TBI program is divided
into nine regions statewide, with NYC—
and its dozens of non-profit providers—
being one of them; Hamaspik also
provides NHTD/TBI in the upstate

Westchester/Rockland region. Each
region is called a Regional Resource
Development Center (RRDC).)
Tapping into the background of
Hamaspik’s
long-established
and
wide-ranging community supports
and services, this particular provider
conference was “especially important”
and “not just another provider meeting,”
reports Hamaspik HomeCare COO
Mordechai Wolhendler. That’s because
the New York City RRDC transitioned
to a new services-delivery system on
Nov. 1, he explains, “and this meeting
was where providers got most of their
vital information and details on the
transition.”
In fact, the venue was switched to
the Hamaspik HomeCare location mere
hours before its scheduled start time—
primarily because its subject matter
drew an overflow crowd that needed the
cavernous facility’s ample floor space.
The agency rose to the occasion as only
it can, and with a healthy spread of

refreshments thrown in, too, providers
walked away with food for body and
mind alike.
Leading the crowd through the newest
changes were Julie Polokoff, the longtime
Lead Regional Resource Development
Specialist (RRDS), and Christina Pisanti,
Housing Subsidy Coordinator for the
NHTD/TBI programs. (Among the
many niche benefits available from both
programs for qualifying individuals is
housing subsidies, which essentially pays
for 2/3rds of rents or leases.)
Attendees, which included Hamaspik
of Kings County NHTD/TBI staff,
returned to their communities informed
and authoritative on the vital program.

Over 54
million adult
Americans
have arthritis:
Baby Boomers driving surge in plastic surgery report
Atlanta, Georgia — In research

Arlington Heights, Illinois —
More seniors than ever are choosing
the appearance-enhancing surgical
procedures called plastic surgery, says
the most recent Plastic Surgery Statistics
Report released by the American Society
of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS).
Almost 50,000 more cosmetic
procedures were performed on
Americans 55 and older in 2018 than
the year before, according to the report.
The most common among those was
hair transplants, which constituted 18
percent of the procedures undergone
by seniors.
What’s more, according to the
society’s new stats, two-thirds of all facelifts—and about half of eyelid surgeries
and forehead lifts—are performed on
people 55 and older.
“Older Americans are vibrant and
living their lives to the fullest,” said
ASPS president Dr. Alan Matarasso in a

MAKING THE CUT: MORE SENIORS THAN EVER ARE OPTING FOR PLASTIC SURGERY NOW

press release.
Boomers considering plastic surgery
should check first with doctors to

ensure there are no health issues that
could complicate either procedures or
recovery, though.

published in a recent Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR), the
regular and wide-ranging missive on all
things health from the CDC, some 54.4
million Americans—or one in four U.S.
residents—now have arthritis.
The
condition,
caused
by
inflammation in one or more joints, has
over 100 different known forms. The
two most common are osteoarthritis, in
which bone ends rub together painfully,
and rheumatoid arthritis, in which the
immune system attacks tissue to result
in painful swelling in joints.
According to the non-profit Arthritis
Foundation, about 300,000 American
kids also have some type of arthritis.
Besides aging, primary risk factors
for arthritis are family history, previous
joint injury, and obesity. Rheumatoid
arthritis in particular, like many other
autoimmune diseases, is also more
common in women.
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